The prognostic value of CD38 expression in chronic lymphocytic leukaemia patients studied prospectively at diagnosis: a single institute experience.
The purpose of this study was to assess in chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) patients the prevalence and clinical impact of CD38 expression, evaluated prospectively at disease presentation, and to verify whether this parameter changes over time. In 242 consecutive and untreated CLL patients, the percentage of CD38+ cases, according to the 7%, 20% and 30% cut-off points, was 21%, 17% and 14%, respectively. Using the 7% threshold, CD38 positivity correlated with male sex, intermediate and high-risk (Rai I-IV) disease, lower Hb and platelet levels, and higher lymphocyte count. Furthermore, patients with a CD38 expression>or=7% showed a significantly lower 3-year probability of treatment-free survival (TFS) than CD38- patients (P<0.0001). At multivariate analysis, CD38 expression remained significantly associated to TFS, together with stage, lymphocyte count and morphology. Also, in the 146 patients with stage 0 CLL a CD38 expression>or=7% identified a subgroup of patients with a significantly lower 3-year probability of TFS (P=0.0005). Furthermore, this parameter did not change in 30 of 31 (97%) re-evaluated patients. In conclusion, this study indicates that, when tested at diagnosis and on fresh material, a CD38 expression>or=7% is an important parameter for the identification of early CLL patients with more aggressive disease and that its expression remains stable over time.